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What is Earthquake Seismology? 

Seismology = study of the passage of elastic waves 
through the earth (earthquakes) 

General idea of earthquake: vibration of earth as a result 
of rapid release of energy (either from tectonic e.g. fault, 
or volcanic activities) 

When an earthquake or explosion occurs, part of the 
energy released is as elastic waves that are transmitted 
through the earth. 



Other terms: 

 Focal depth: the depth of focus from 
the epicentre, important in 
determining the damaging potential. 

 Epicentral distance: distance from 
epicentre to any point of interest 

 Foreshocks: smaller earthquakes pre-
actual earthquake. 

 Aftershocks: smaller earthquakes 
post-actual earthquake. 

Earthquake Illustration 



Elastic rebound 

 Mechanism for earthquakes was first 
explained by H.F. Reid  

 Rocks on both sides of an existing fault 
are deformed by tectonic forces  

 Rocks bend and store elastic energy  

 Frictional resistance holding the rocks 
together is overcome  

  Then the deformed rock springs back to 
its original shape and releases energy. 

 

Mechanism for 
earthquakes 



Basic Equations 
 Terminologies: 

 The wavelength (λ) is the distance between two adjacent points 
on the wave that have similar displacements, one wavelength is 
the distance between successive crest. 

 Amplitude (A) of the wave is the maximum displacement of the 
particle motions, or the height of the ripple crest. 

 Period (T) is the time it takes for two successive waves to pass a 
reference point or the motion to complete one cycle. 

 Wave equation: 

𝑦 = 𝐴 sin(𝜔𝑡 − 𝑘𝑥) where 

𝜔 =
2𝜋

𝑇
 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑘 =

2𝜋

𝜆
 𝑣 =  𝜆𝑓 =

𝜆

𝑇
 



 Body waves = travel 
through the body of 
the earth. 

 Side note: P-waves are 
faster than S-waves (~ 
6 km/s vs ~ 3.4 km/s), 
therefore P-waves are 
usually detected first. -
> goal in EEW is to 
detect P before S 

 S-waves are usually 
more destructive. 

Body Waves 



 Surface waves = travel 
through the surface of 
the earth. 

 Surface waves arrive 
after P and S-waves. 

 They are are larger in 
amplitude and longer 
in duration than body 
waves. 

Surface Waves 
(also often named as ground roll) 



Where K  = bulk modulus, G = rigidity modulus 

Based from this formula, we know that Vp > Vs, and Vs = 0 when the medium is 
liquid. 

This is how it was determined that the outer core consists of liquid. 

Seismic Wave Velocities 

𝑉𝑝 =
𝐾 +

4
3 𝐺

𝜌
 𝑉𝑠 =

𝐺

𝜌
 



  



The P-wave and S-wave curves are used to 
determine the location of epicentre. 

 



 Three station recordings are 
needed to locate an epicenter  

 Each station determines the 
time interval between the 
arrival of the first P wave and 
the first S wave at their location 

 A travel-time graph is used to 
determine each station’s 
distance to the epicenter  

 

Locating the 
epicenter of an 
earthquake 
 



Triangulation:  

To determine the location of an 
earthquake the distance of the 
earthquake must be determined 
from at least three seismic 
recording stations. Circles with the 
appropriate radius are then drawn 
around each station. The 
intersection of three circles 
uniquely identifies the earthquake 
epicenter. 

 

 

Why 3 stations? 



Two measurements that describe the 
size of an earthquake are  

 Intensity – a measure of the degree 
of earthquake shaking at a given 
locale based on the amount of 
damage  

 Magnitude – estimates the amount 
of energy released at the source of 
the earthquake  

 

 

Measuring the size of 
earthquakes 



Magnitude scales: 

 Richter scale 

 Largest magnitude recorded on a Wood-
Anderson seismograph was 8.9 (earthquake 
in Chile, 1960  

 Magnitudes less than 2.0 are not felt by 
humans  

 Each unit of Richter magnitude increase 
corresponds to a tenfold increase in wave 
amplitude and a 32-fold energy increase  

 

 

 

 

Measuring the size of 
earthquakes 



  



Given the intensity of two earthquakes 
and the magnitude of one of them, we 
can find the magnitude of the other 
earthquake. For example: 

Earthquake A is 15 times stronger than 
earthquake B. Earthquake B is 
estimated to be 2.3 on the Richter 
scale. What is Earthquake A on the 
Richter scale? 

 

Example 



Earthquakes are 
detected and recorded 
by seismograms, which 
measure, amplify and 
record the motion of the 
ground. 

 

Seismograms and how the 
data look like 



 Either 3 components of velocity or acceleration are 
recorded (east-west, north-south, and vertical) 

 



Picking: determining 
which ones are the start 
of P-waves and S-waves, 
usually by drawing a 
vertical line in that specific 
timestamp. 

Used to be done only 
manually, but more and 
more technologies have 
allowed us for 
automatically picking the 
earthquake signals. 

What is picking? 
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 Yes, I experienced an 
earthquake too back in 
Japan. 

 Shock absorbers are 
designed and 
distributed equally 
spaced so they absorb 
seismic energy. 

 Comparison on the next 
slide 

 

The secret behind Japan’s 
resiliency to earthquakes: 



  

The consequence: 



  

Besides improving our resiliency to 
earthquakes, then what? 
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References 

• The solutions from authors to mitigate the earthquake damage: 

automatic earthquake monitoring and catalog updating. 

• One of previous researches is using convolutional neural network 

(CNN) to automatically pick seismic phases in waveforms (Ross et al, 

2018). 

• The problem: mentioned research is not yet tested on Japan’s MeSO-

net data, which is contaminated with artificial noise. 

• This research’s objective: to test and enhance the performance of 

CNN model in noise-contaminated MeSO-net waveforms 

Introduction 
The output (30 plots) each contains picks on 3 components waveform and 

probability (confidence that the picked data match with the features learned) 

value of the picking. 

Data 

Methods 

• Major earthquakes were successfully detected with this CNN model and 

the time at which the events were detected proved to be accurate overall. 

• Several different filters did not eliminate some false positives 

• Main cause: other type of noises such as noise from traffic are not 

available in large quantity in the training data set.  

• Mislabel because model does not know noise type in MeSO-net data 

• Experimented with frequency range for bandpass filter to optimally cut out 

the noise as much as possible. 

• After careful filtering by analyzing the noise frequency range with spectral 

analysis, the precision and recall score increases significantly that the 

model is able to give reliable predictions. 

Discussion 

• Major earthquake events automatic detection from MeSO-net data were 

successfully done by the CNN. It could also detect earthquake swarms. 

• Signal processing, especially frequency range for the filter, is important 

prior to feeding the waveform to the model. The most reliable frequency 

range for bandpass filter in our experiment was 2.5 Hz to 6 Hz. 

• Train with wide variety of noise to improve its model performance. 

• This CNN can prove to be useful as a tool for earthquake monitoring and 

earthquake catalog generation. 

Conclusions 

Training data: 

• 4.5 millions velocity waveforms, divided equally among P-wave, S-

wave, noise (obtained from pre-event noise) from Southern California 

Seismic Network catalog. 

• 4 s (400 samples) in duration 

• Detrended and high-pass filtered above 2 Hz, and were resampled at 

100 Hz. 

• Labeling to classify each wave type is based on pattern of each waves 

that is determined by numbers (0 = P-wave, 1 = S-wave, 2 = noise). 

Japan earthquake data: 

• MeSO-net acceleration waveform from 10 events, 3 stations (IIDM, 

TACM, and TK2M) each (sampling frequency 200 Hz). 

Results 

Table 2. Confusion matrix that measures the performance of model. The numbers are counted from the amount of 
picking on all events and manual picking times are used as references for true label. 

• Include waveforms with artificial noise to the training data so the noise 

can be distinguished more accurately. 

• Improve the CNN model to be more efficient when used in less-

sophisticated computer hardware to democratize AI in geoscience. 

• Apply CNN to automatically detect earthquakes in Indonesia (no 

researches about it has been done)  
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Sakura Program. 

• The University of Tokyo components and Sakura Program 
students who helped us to finish this project. 
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True P True S True Noise 

Predicted P 32 0 0 

Predicted S 0 31 8 

Predicted 
Noise 

1 0 

Figure 3. CNN architecture for training the model (Ross et al, 2018).  

Figure 2. Flowchart of how the MeSO-net data is analyzed using the CNN model. 

Figure 4. Example of correctly picked seismograms by CNN model from 3 stations with probability plots. Notice 
the small earthquakes swarms can also be detected. Red vertical line indicates incoming P-wave, while blue line 
indicates incoming S-wave. The threshold probability is 0.95. 

Precision P = 32/(32+0+0) = 32/32 = 1 

Precision S = 31/(31+0+8) = 31/39 = 0.79 

Recall P = 32/(32+0+1) = 32/33 = 0.97 

Recall S = 31/31 = 1 

Figure 1. Location of the stations (dark blue dots) and hypocenters (red dots) of MeSO-net Data. 

Manual 
picking 
time (s) 

CNN 
picking 
time (s) 

First P 13.8 13.4 

First S 23.21 23 

Second P - - 

Second S - 160.9 

Table 1. Comparison between wave arrival time picking by CNN model and manual picking that had been 
done before in IIDM (a), TACM (b), and TK2M (c) station corresponding to Figure 4. CNN model can detect 

earthquake swarms after the major events. 

(a) (
c
) 

(b) 
Manual 
picking 
time (s) 

CNN 
picking 
time (s) 

First P 13.4 13.6 

First S 22.53 16.2 

Second P - 156.6 

Second S - 161.7 

Manual 
picking 
time (s) 

CNN 
picking 
time (s) 

First P 13.2 13.2 

First S 22.16 22 

Second P - 156.3 

Second S - 162.5 
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NEURAL NETWORK MIMICS HOW OUR BRAINS LEARN SOMETHING! 



• Not shown: activation 
function, bias, weight. 

• Calculate the 
numbers of 
parameter using 
multiplication. 

• The parameters will 
be updated to find 
best parameters. 
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ORDINARY NN 

Source: towardsdatascience.com 



• Unlike NN, CNN has 
feature extraction. 

• Convolution layer: 
performs convolution 
between input and 
filter 

• Pooling layer: for 
downscaling the 
image. 
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CNN 

Source: stackoverflow.com 



• Can be treated as 1D CNN input with three components being RGB 
component equivalent. 

• Using ReLU activation layer so the output is always positive. 

• Using pooling so the amplitude and window length does not matter 
in identification. 

• 4 convolutional layers, 2 fully connected layers 
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CNN ARCHITECTURE 



• Wave picking and classification 

• Probability of each wave type 

• Inference to whether earthquake happens or not -> early 
earthquake warning 
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EXPECTED OUTPUT 



Training data: 
• 4.5 millions velocity waveforms, divided equally among P-wave, S-

wave, noise (obtained from pre-event noise) from Southern California 
Seismic Network catalog. 

• 4 s (400 samples) in duration 
• Detrended and high-pass filtered above 2 Hz, and were resampled at 

100 Hz. 
• Labeling to classify each wave type is based on pattern of each waves 

that is determined by numbers (0 = P-wave, 1 = S-wave, 2 = noise). 
Japan earthquake data: 
• MeSO-net acceleration waveform from 10 events, 3 stations (IIDM, 

TACM, and TK2M) each (sampling frequency 200 Hz). 
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DATA 
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CNN architecture 
for training the 
model (Ross et al, 
2018).  

Flowchart of how the MeSO-net data is 
analyzed using the CNN model. 
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FIRST EVENT: 11-09-04 05:52:47 Left to right: IIDM, TACM, TK2M stations 

Manual 

picking 

time (s) 

CNN 

picking 

time (s) 

First P 19.6 19.6 

First S 32.7 33.3 

Manual 

picking time 

(s) 

CNN 

picking time 

(s) 

First P 19.2 19.2 

First S 33.3 32 

Manual 

picking 

time (s) 

CNN 

picking 

time (s) 

First P 19 18.7 

First S 32.9 32.7 
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SECOND EVENT: 11-09-04 18:42:18 Left to right: IIDM, TACM, TK2M station 

Manual 

picking time 

(s) 

CNN 

picking time 

(s) 

First P 13.8 13.4 

First S 23.21 23 

Second P - - 

Second S - 160.9 

Manual 

picking 

time (s) 

CNN 

picking 

time (s) 

First P 13.4 13.6 

First S 22.53 16.2 

Second P - 156.6 

Second S - 161.7 

Manual 

picking 

time (s) 

CNN 

picking 

time (s) 

First P 13.2 13.2 

First S 22.16 22 

Second P - 156.3 

Second S - 162.5 
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THIRD EVENT: 11-09-04 20:28:16 Left to right: IIDM, TACM, TK2M 

Manual 

picking time 

(s) 

CNN picking 

time (s) 

First P 11.4 10.2 

First S 20.8 14.4 

Manual 

picking 

time (s) 

CNN 

picking 

time (s) 

First P 11 11.2 

First S 21.2 21.5 

Manual 

picking 

time (s) 

CNN 

picking 

time (s) 

First P 11 10.7 

First S 20 21.3 
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FOURTH EVENT: 11-09-04 22:28:46 Left to right: IIDM, TACM, TK2M 

Manual 

picking 

time (s) 

CNN 

picking 

time (s) 

First P 14.6 14.4 

First S 24.3 24.7 

Manual 

picking time 

(s) 

CNN 

picking time 

(s) 

First P 14.2 13.9 

First S 23.8 22.2 

Manual 

picking time 

(s) 

CNN 

picking time 

(s) 

First P 14 13.8 

First S 23.4 23.3 
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FIFTH EVENT: 11-09-05 17:04:25 Left to right: IIDM, TACM, TK2M 

Manual 

picking time 

(s) 

CNN 

picking time 

(s) 

First P 10.31 9.1 

First S 18.58 17.7 

Manual 

picking time 

(s) 

CNN 

picking time 

(s) 

First P 10.6 10.2 

First S 19.63 19.7 

Manual 

picking time 

(s) 

CNN picking 

time (s) 

First P 10.77 10.3 

First S 19.79 19.9 
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SIXTH EVENT: 11-09-06 18:06:51 Left to right: IIDM, TACM, TK2M 

Manual 

picking time 

(s) 

CNN 

picking time 

(s) 

First P 2.1 2.4 

First S 19.3 19 

Manual 

picking 

time (s) 

CNN 

picking 

time (s) 

First P 1.8 2.6 

First S 18.2 4.2 

Manual 

picking 

time (s) 

CNN 

picking 

time (s) 

First P 2.2 13.2 

First S 18.6 22 
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SEVENTH EVENT: 11-09-07 17:08:46 Left to right: IIDM, TACM, TK2M 

Manual 

picking time 

(s) 

CNN picking 

time (s) 

First P 10.4 10.4 

First S 18.21 12.7 

Manual 

picking 

time (s) 

CNN 

picking 

time (s) 

First P 9.8 9.7 

First S 17.68 11 

Manual 

picking 

time (s) 

CNN 

picking 

time (s) 

First P - 9.4 

First S - 16.8 
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EIGHTH EVENT: 11-09-08 17:22:37 Left to right: IIDM, TACM, TK2M 

Manual 

picking 

time (s) 

CNN 

picking 

time (s) 

First P 11.2 11.1 

First S 17.95 17.8 

Manual 

picking 

time (s) 

CNN 

picking 

time (s) 

First P 11 10.5 

First S 17.63 17.4 

Manual 

picking 

time (s) 

CNN 

picking 

time (s) 

First P 10.8 10.3 

First S 17.42 17.3 
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NINTH EVENT: 11-09-08 18:13:46 Left to right: IIDM, TACM, TK2M 

Manual 

picking 

time (s) 

CNN 

picking 

time (s) 

First P 11 10.9 

First S 17.84 17.7 

Manual 

picking 

time (s) 

CNN 

picking 

time (s) 

First P 10.8 10.6 

First S 17.37 17.4 

Manual 

picking 

time (s) 

CNN 

picking 

time (s) 

First P 10.6 10.7 

First S 17.16 17.1 
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TENTH EVENT: 11-09-10 15:00:35 Left to right: IIDM, TACM, TK2M station 

Manual 

picking 

time (s) 

CNN 

picking 

time (s) 

First P 10.6 10 

First S 20.95 20.7 

Manual 

picking 

time (s) 

CNN 

picking 

time (s) 

First P 10.8 10 

First S 20.9 20.6 

Manual 

picking 

time (s) 

CNN 

picking 

time (s) 

First P 10.8 10.6 

First S 21.4 21 



TERMINOLOGIES FOR CONFUSION MATRIX COMPONENTS 

• Probability: confidence that the picked data match with the 

features learned 

• Precision:  Precision means the percentage of your results which are relevant 

• Recall: the percentage of total relevant results correctly classified by your algorithm 

• Accuracy: (True Positive + True Negative)/Total 
47 



• Precision P = 
32/(32+0+0) = 32/32 = 
1 

• Precision S = 
31/(31+0+8) = 31/39 = 
0.79 

• Recall P = 32/(32+0+1) 
= 32/33 = 0.97 

• Recall S = 31/31 = 1 

CONFUSION MATRIX AND MODEL EVALUATION 
The numbers are counted from the amount of picking. Used manually 
picked data as references for true labelling. 

True P True S True Noise 

Predicted P 32 0 0 
Predicted S 0 31 8 
Predicted Noise 1 0 



• Major earthquakes were successfully detected with this CNN model. 

• Several different filters did not eliminate false positives 

• Main cause: other type of noises such as noise from traffic are not 
available in large quantity in the training data set.  

• Because the model has not learned about the type of noise in MeSO-
Net data, the model recognized the noise poorly and mislabelled it as P 
or S wave. 

• To enhance the performance, we experimented with frequency range 
for bandpass filter to optimally cut out the noise as much as possible. 

• Despite of this problem, the model performance is still decent, keeping 
in mind that the waveform source is different, and the frequency range 
for the filter is different from the training data. 

• Recall score is high, but the precision score is moderate (can still be 
improved). 
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DISCUSSION 



• Major earthquake events automatic detection from MeSO-
net data were successfully done by the CNN. 

• Signal processing, especially frequency range for the filter, 
is important prior to feeding the waveform to the model. 

• CNN has to be trained with wide variety of noise possibility 
to improve its model performance. 

• With its current performance and several improvements, 
this CNN can prove to be useful as a tool for earthquake 
monitoring and earthquake catalog generation. 
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CONCLUSION 



• Include waveforms with artificial noise to the training data 
so the noise can be distinguished more accurately. 

• Improve the CNN model to be more efficient when used in 
less-sophisticated computer hardware, to democratize AI 
in geoscience. 

• Apply CNN to automatically detect earthquakes in 
Indonesia (no researches about it has been done)  
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